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You'll read this or I'll kill you! -- Yale Kamisar 
estae 
Vol. 40 No. 16 The University of Michigan Law School October 10, 1990 
LSSS Votes on Organizational Funding 
By J ames S. Johnson 
On Monday night the Law School 
Student Senate approved allocations for 
law school organizations for the 1990-1991 
school year. The allocations show virtually 
everystudentgroupgettingabout the same 
amount as last year. with a few new stu· 
dent organizations receiving allocations for 
the first time. 
The Senate allocated over $32.000 to 
student organizations and Senate commJt · 
tees. This was approximately $2000 more 
than last year. and about $6000 more than 
anticipated revenues. 
The Senate expects to receive $22.000 
this year from the law school from the $15 
lab fees students pay each term. The 
Senate is also expecting to receive $700 
from advertising in the student phone dl· 
rectories, and $3500 from the pinball 
machines in the Lawyers Club. 
LSSS Committees and student organ I· 
zations had filed requests for over $85.000 
Funding 
Committee Reguested 
Admiss ions 300 
Curriculum 100 
~ 10,295 
Speakers 6 ,750 
~ 4,784 
Committee Totals $22,229 
Funding 
Orfanlzatlons Hegueste$.1 
~ 1.400 
~ 1.400 
m.M 4,765 
Christian Law Student. 490 
ELS 5 ,675 
Famlli Law ProJec1 2,000 
f:ederallst Socleg 3,080 
Headnotes 400 
Healt h Law Socieg ~ 
~ 3,550 
Imm~ratlon Law ProJect 2,250 
IPSA 3 ,6 15 
International Law Socieg 1,280 
~ 1,680 
Law School Arts Committee 3 ,66 1 
~ 4,000 
l!M! 9,650 
1WM 7,950 
~ 8 10 
Quadrangle 300 
Sl!2rts Law Socleg 300 
m: 1,990 
UnemJ:!lOI.ment Benefits Clinic 700 
~ 800 
WLSA 625 
Organizational Totals $63,261 
Gran d Totals $85,490 
in funding. 
LSSS began the process of slfttog 
through allocation requests last Monday 
and Tuesday nights. The Senate met with 
representatives from each student organ!· 
zallon requesting funding. The Executive 
Board of the Senate then spent the rest of 
the week preparing a recommendation for 
the full Sen tate. The recommendation was 
passed without amendment at Monday 
night's meeting. 
One allocation request provoked de· 
bate over the Executive Board 's 
recommendation. The Quadrangle. the law 
school's yearbook. had requested $300 to 
cover administrative costs. The Executive 
Board recommended an allocation of $50. 
Some members of the senate were con· 
cerned that this level of support might k.lll 
the troubled publication. 
Earlier this year. the Senate was forced 
to pay over $2200 In cost overruns on las t 
year's Issue. Members of the Senate have 
Expected LSSS Allocations 
~~ndl:rur: '90 '89 
300 50 175 
100 50 Q 
14,29~ 5,450 5,565 
11,700 4,700 4,000 
6.774 3,989 3,045 
$33,169 $14.239 $12,785 
Expected LSSS Allocations 
S~ndlgt '90 '89 
2,975 300 125 
5,000 900 ~ 
5.415 2,050 2.050 
810 400 200 
6,225 1,000 965 
33,500 1,300 1,300 
~ 760 ZQ2 p 600 350 300 
• 1,100 450 385 
3,550 1,800 1.400 
3 .020 330 120 
4,065 600 865 
2,086 595 610 
1,680 400 400 
3,661 450 2,200 
6 ,640 465 450 
11,150 1,200 1,300 
7.950 650 150 
810 360 
10,275 50 50 
300 175 140 
1,990 1,600 1,140 
700 600 
1,200 800 
625 475 425 
$121,907 $18,060 $16,125 
$ 155,076 $32,299 $28,910 
expressed concern over whether the year-
book is a viable project in its current 
hardcover form. Senate President Mike 
Lawrence explained that the $50 allocation 
was meant to be a sign of reserved support 
for the project. The Senate decided not to 
commit more funding to the project untlJ It 
received more information on this year's 
sales and expenses. 
With few exceptions. student groups 
received the same or increased support 
from the senate compared with last year: 
• The Amnesty International Chapter 
started up last year received no fund· 
ing because It did not file an applica-
tion. 
• IPSA (Intellectual Property Students 
Association) received $265less because 
ofiPSA's decision to have Its telephone 
(a $365 expense) disconnected. 
• The International Law Society re· 
celved $15 less than last year. How-
ever. Lawrence explained tha t that was 
because Dean Ecklund has already 
committed $300 from the Jaw school to 
support participation in the Jessup 
International Law Moot Court Compe-
tition. 
• The Law School Arts Committee ap-
peared to receive $1750 less than last 
year. However. that was because last 
year LSSS loaned the group $2000 for 
their play. This year. the law school 
has agreed to loan thegroupthemoney. 
• The National Lawyers Gulld was allo-
cated $100 less than last year. How-
ever. the Unemployment Benefits Clinic 
received separate funding for the first 
time. Previously. the UBC had been in· 
eluded in the NLG's allocation. When 
the USC's separate $600 allocation Is 
Included. the NLG's allocation actually 
showed an Increase of $500. 
Two new student groups. OWLS (Older 
and Wiser Law Students) and VfrrA (Vo-
luteer Student Tutoring Association) re-
ceived funding for the first Urne. 
Senate Elections 
By James S. Johnson 
The Law School Student Senate has 
announced the results of last week's first-
year representative elections. 
Representing the New Section is K1rra 
Jarrat; the Kamisar Section representative 
Is Percy "Lee· Berger, J r.; Bobby Lee repre· 
sents the 8:30 Section; and CraJg Stevens 
Is the m.rner Section representative. 
A Monday night's meeting, LSSS 
announced that it would be holding elec· 
tions for the vacant third year Lawyers 
Club Board of Governors Post next Wed-
nesday. There will be no petitJons for can· 
dJdates. All candidates will be write-In's . 
Next Wednesday there will also be 
elections for LLM representative. LSSS l.s 
expected to make the chan ge to its 
constitution necessary for the position at 
next Monday night's meeting. The lLM 
election will be also be open to wrtte· in can-
didates only. 
- 'Moot Court Begins: 
0~ I CH 
Is Condom Distribution 'Safe Speech'? 
By Steve Chalk 
Is the distribution of condoms pro-
tected by the First Amendment? 
ADistrtct Court In the fictional state of 
Hutchins sa!d ::1o," and as many as 80 
teams in the 1990·91 Campbell Moot Court 
Competition. representing both sides of 
the Issue. w1ll soon submit the.lr written 
arguments on appeal. 
According to Campbell Board member 
Frank Wu (3L). the Board endowed Hutch· 
ins with a non-profit organization calJed 
the Public Health League. Early in Its 
history. the League confmed itself to rather 
non-controversial activities. publishing 
reports on dieting and sponsoring variou s 
athletic events. 
·About a year ago, a new person joined 
the Board" of the organization. Wu saJd. 
Her goals. he noted. included a proposal 
that the League hand out sterilized needles 
and condoms to Interested takers. When 
the Board endorsed the condom dis trtbu-
tion. Wu saJd. many of the League's con-
lr1buters objected. 
The protestors raised a legal claim. •AlJ 
non-profit groups In Hutchins are sup-
posed to give a statement of public pur-
pose.· Wu said. The League's statement 
he added. was vaguely worded, and never 
mentioned the dJslr1bution of condoms. 
Because of the League's apparent fail-
ure to comply with lts mandate. "the State 
revoked Its non-profit status,· Wu saJd. 
The District Court then rejected the League's 
claim that condom distribution amounts 
to protected free speech. As dictum, Wu 
See CAMPBELL, Page Four • 
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A Matter of 
National (ln)security 
UNITED S TATES MILITARY EMPLOYERS, now 
interviewing at the law school, apparently feel 
vindicated by their claim that employment dis-
, crimination against homosexuals serves the 
"national interest," because homosexuals must 
not dlsrupt the vital morale of American troops 
ln the field, or jeopardize the secrecy of sensi-
tive .information in the workplace. 
That pretense, however, disguises the fact 
that society's insecurity continues to deny 
equal opportunltiea. to large segments or' the ' 
. ~~ population. 
No statistics support the contention that 
homosexuals are more promiscuous, or pose a 
greater security risk. It's lronlc, but to what-
ever degree homophobia survives-and it does 
- the homosexual population probably poses 
the least risk of political blackmail; gays and 
lesbians certainly know that they pay the high-
est price for any "indiscretions" that society 
discovers. 
But what about the risk, outside the super-
ficially courteous atmosphere of the business 
world, that homosez:ual soldiers wlll disrupt 
the discipline ofthelrfightlngunits? Certalnly 
we don't want tension between troops to cost 
human lives, when we can easily elimlnate the 
source of friction. 
Of course not, but the prospect of "eliml-
natlng the problem" merely begs the question. 
That is, are homosezuals really the cause of the 
tension? Or are they instead the convenient 
object of an irrational fear- the real source of 
friction? 
Men and women work side by side in the 
offices and on the assembly lines. Few now , 
argu~ ~~ a~t;y that•women should stay 
away simply because they provoke too much 
sexual tension. Such an assertion would in-
stantly raise cries of &e%lsm, lf it even merited 
the dignity of a response. Why should homo-
sexuals - no more prone to sudden sexual 
indiscretions -be trusted any leu than those 
in straight relationships who don't wear their 
sexuality on their sleeves? 
If some aoldiers, or some Pentagon offi-
cials, see red anyway, they should bear the cost 
of such an irrational perspective. Their views, 
while significant, do not rise above the right to 
human dignity. Furthermore, the power and 
prestige of the federal government shouldn't 
provide a shield for their insecurities. 
And it can't justify denying lntelllgent, 
hard-working, undoubtedly patriotic citizens 
their wish to serve their country. · 
S.R.C. 
YEs YouR HoNoR, WE- HAVE REACHE-D A 
VERDICT .. . aJT FIRST WE.'D LIKE TO T~ANK ALL 
THE LllllL PEOPLE WITHOUT WHOSE. HELP WE 
WOULDN'T BE. HERE.. TODAY. .. 
===Letter to the Editor ================================================== 
JAG's Stand just Gay Bashing 
Gay bashing comes In many shapes and sizes. but 
the "enUghtened" folks seem to have some trouble maJn-
taining consistency in their s tands agains t gay bashing. 
Blatant examples of homophobia such as the recent 
rampage through East Quad by a group of men yelling 
"'Where are the dykes. we want the dykes" readUy elicit 
strong condemnation. 
But look what happens when the Law School Is asked 
to put some teeth into Its equal employment opportunity 
policy on behalf of Its lesbian and gay students: It makes 
a mockery oflts · cutting edge· policy by explicitly exempt-
log public agencies from that part of the policy app!Jcable 
to sexual orientation. 
Law School: "Please feel free to use your prtvtlege to 
lntervtew at the Law School.· 
Public Agency: "Thank-you very much. You know. 
we do have a strtct policy of dJscrlmlnatlng against homo-
sexuals." 
Law School: "We know, but don't wony. Thanks to 
the power of the asterlsk. you will notice that we were able 
to make an exception for you in our equal employment 
opportunity statement.· 
Public Agency: "How kind of you! We must come 
back again next year to lntervtew.· 
Law School: "Please do.· 
Today, you can replace "Public Agency· With "Air 
Force· and "Navy.· As we polnted out ln last week·s Res 
Gestae, the Judge Advocate General's (JAG) offices of the 
thanks to the asterlsk hypocrisy. 
SILENCE=DEATii 
If the law school won't take the responsible position 
by bannlng JAG lntervtews at the Law School, then law 
students must act to voice their opposition. Today, while 
the Alr Force and Navy are conducting their lntervtews, 
members and friends ofLGLS will be dlstrtbutlng Informa-
tion sheets and ·srLENCE=DEAlli" sUckers ln front of 
Room 100. Express your disgust with the military's 
dlscrlmlnatory policy and the Law School's cowardly 
acquiescence: stop by the table outside Room 100, pick up 
a sUcker and wear It throughout the day. 
In particular, second- and third-years interviewing ln 
Room 200 can make a particularly strong statement by 
wearing the sticker to lntervtews and explaining Its slgntft-
cance to the lntervtewers. This visible support will dem-
onstrate your committed opposition to anti-homosexual 
dlscrlmlnatlon, and hopefully, will impress upon them the 
seriousness With which this Issue Is regarded by students. 
Moreover, we will attempt to enlist professors' sup-
port by providing each of them with a sUcker and asking 
them to wear it ln solldartty. 
lf you are lnterested ln learning more about the 
effects of the military's discrimination against lesbians 
and gay men. check the LGLS Board In the basement of 
Legal Research. 
Gay bashing is gay bashlng. Whether we are called 
"fags· or dykes,· physically assaulted, or refused employ-
ment opportuntues because of our homosexuality, the 
consequences and costs to lesbians and gay men are 
equally vicious and reprehensible. 
Alr Force and Navy, along with the Army (don't forget that 
they will be here October 31). are among the worst 
perpetrators of dlscrtrnlnatlon based upon sexual orienta-
tion. Of course, as pub!Jc agencies. they can continue to 
·dlscrilpinatt: agaJnst· lesblans and gay men without fear of 
lbrfeltlng their interviewing pdvUeges at the.Law School, ' . . 
SILENCE-DEATii but ACTION=UFE. 
Lesbian and Gay Law Students (LGLS) 
TheRa Gntae --october 10 , 1990 •• JMige tlaree 
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-
A Vision of the Mohawk Struggle 
It is hard to follow one great uision in from receMng supplies. After their emo· Myth: Columbus discovered America side ultimately dominates over the other. 
this world of darkness and of rr..any chang· tional surrender. soldiers wtth fixed bayo· 1n 1492. As a result of the Imposition of eurocentrlc 
tng shadows. Among those shadows men nets knocked them to the ground, herded Reality: Columbus was discovered by Ideals, Native Americans suffer from dis~ 
get lost. them into nearby army buses, and trans· native Arawak Indians ·in the Caribbean proportionately high levels of poverty and 
-Black Elk Speaks ported them to a d istant army base where Islands. He was lost Setting a dangerous infant mortality, the shortest Ufe expec· 
By Kathleen Davis 
On September 26. twenty Mohawk 
Indians from Canada and the United States. 
supported by thirty family members, sur-
rendered to the Canadian Army. ending an 
1I-week siege that grew out of a land 
dispute at Oka, a resort 20 miles west of 
Montreal. Throughout the dispute, the 
Mohawks feared that the pollee would a t-
tempt to avenge the death of an officer 
accidentally killed on July II by a fellow 
officer's gunshot. On the day of their 
surrender, the Mohawks put aside their 
fears and walked unarmed toward report-
ers who recorded the ensuing melee. 
The Mohawks, members of the muiU-
cultural Iroquois nation founded in the 
16th century, had been surrounded for 
weeks by a razor-wire concertina fence and 
400 troops. The natives were prevented 
their prosecutorlal fate awaited them. precedent. he later wrote that "(a)s soon as tancy. the lowest per capita income. a high 
The natives were protesting chauvin· I arrived in the lndies .. .I took some of the incidence of alcoholism. and a staggering 
Ism of local authorities as well as exercls · natives by force in order that they might suicide rate (especially among teenagers). 
ing a 273-year-old land claim invoMng a learn and might give me information of To overcome these problems in a world 
sacred ancestral woodland. an area which whatever there Is in these parts, (prefera- of "darkness and changing shadows· per-
the local community wanted to destroy in bly gold).· haps we should make a stronger effort to 
order to expand a golf course from 9 to 18 Five hundred years later, the statistics understand that our textbooks and selflsh 
holes. The Canadian government. In an might s hock even Columbus: each inch of pursuits create dangerous and myopic 
effort to resolve the dispute peacefully. land ·granted" to the Native Americans has myths. which overshadow the cultural 
purchased the land on behalf of the tribe. cost them one hundred miles. visions of others. most notably Native 
Prime Minister Mulroney has promised In some cultures. land is envisioned as Americans. 
that his government will address native a means of social prominence. Symbols of This prornislngvtslon of mutual under-
grievances and quicken the resolution of religious occurrences (e.g .. a cross), rather standing and respect dances around u s. 
hundreds of native land claims. Earlier. than the location of the act. foster religious awaiting our voluntary engagement To 
Mulroney called the Mohawk claims of experiences and are staunchly protected. use the words of Black Elk once more: "(l)t 
sovereignty ·unrealistic" and "bizarre ." In other cultures. religtousvaluefrequently was this vision that gave him his great 
When thinking about the Oka inci· centersaroundapartlcularlocation. Land power,forwhenhewentintoafight. he had 
dent. and other current problems faced by serves to enhance certain religious expert- only to think of that world to be in It again, 
Native Americans. we should remember ences, and thus is revered. so that he could go through anything and 
the cultural and historical context of the Unfortunately. this clash of ideals and not be hurl" Let us not hurt each other 
issues. For instance: visions hampers mutual progress, and one anymore. 
P olitical System Works as We Wish 
By Michael D. Warren 
Americans are disenchanted wtth their 
political process. Not only has a new 
Times-Mirror survey ana lyzed by Princeton 
Research Associates con finned that many 
Americans are dissatisfied with the Repub-
lican and Democratic parties. but general 
apathy Is prevalent In the polity. Election 
turnouts for all levels of government are 
continuing to dwindle, while political "grass 
roots" movements are Increasingly rare 
and controlled by political extremists. 
Furthermore, political incumbents 
have all but lifetime tenure, as vertfied by a 
congressional reelection rate of ninety-some 
pe.rcentand undefeatables such as Detroit's 
Mayor Coleman Young. Combined wtth 
campaigns dominated by the 30-second 
slander, poUUclans who are beholden to 
special interests (the Keating Five or Three, 
for example), corrupt politicians (Washing-
ton D.C.'s Mayor Marlon Barry, ex-Speaker 
of the House J im Wright) . and the almos t 
routine betrayal of major campaign prom-
Ises ("Read my Ups"), Americans do have 
much to be disappointed with in their 
political system. 
===Letter to the Editor ===== 
Dear Res Gestae: 
I would like to thank you for address-
Ing' the s ubject of Upping Interviewers in 
your last Issue (My Biggest Weakness,· 
Oct. 3, p. 8). All this time I was thinking 
Interviewer Upping was something akin to 
cow Upping. which may explain my lack of 
Oyback invitations. 
The way I envisioned it. when you 
know t h e Interview Is s h o t - the 
Interviewer's eyes have glazed over. the jaw 
has gone slack. you're fumbling aimlessly 
for ·something they can tell you about the 
firm" - in one swift move you lean over, 
and, well. Hp. 
Thanks for clearing this up. 
Sincerely. 
Valerie Wald 
Young to control the city. And our federal 
income tax takes up to 28% of our pay only 
because we tax ourselves (remember the 
16th Amendment of the Constitution?). 
Many of you who have read this article 
wtll dismiss it as Idealistic, naive, and 
unrealis tic - after all. everyone knows 
that one person's vote. participation in an 
organization, or belief will not affect others. 
or at least not affect political decision 
making. But that attitude only reinforces 
the apathy which ortgtnally placed us in 
this mess. Besides. history denies the 
skeptics. If you don't believe me, look 
overseas. Tell Lech Walesa or a Romanian 
freedom fighter that one person can't make 
a difference. They may say you're wrong. 
that the person who can make a difference 
II 
in the world Is someone you see everyday-
in the mirror. 
Yet the ·system· works fine . Whoever 
wins the majority of votes will win an 
election (excepting the rare case of when 
the electoral college does not reflect the 
majority of the electorate), all can vote. and 
political oppression Is extremely rare. 
Politicians unfortunate enough to be caught 
wtth their hands in the cookie jar (Jim 
Wright) may lose their poUUcal power. and 
liars (Joe Blden) and morally corrupt offi-
cials (Gary Hart) face the wrath of the 
press, If not the voters. 
Also, some extremely vital political 
issues have inspired active grass roots 
movements: the Civil Rights. Green. Pro· 
Life and Pro-Choice, Animal Rights. Peace, 
Gay Rights, and the New Right movements. 
At Urnes, movements like the Civil Rights 
and Pro· Llfe and Pro-Choice groups h ave 
had substantial Impact upon legislation 
and the community, while other move· 
ments, like the Peace and Anlrnal Rights 
activists, have had minimal effect upon the 
political process - but these dlfferences 
can he attributed to the relative strength of 
SLANDER Results 
The Res Gestae has announced the 
winners of this fall's SLANDER Contest. 
First Prize is a $20 gift certificate at a local 
restaurant of the winner's choice. Second 
prize is a $15 gift certificate . Third prize is 
a $1 0 gift certificate. 
The entries were judged by Paul Adel-
man. who was not supplied with the !den· 
titles of the entrants. 
each. First Place: Lawyers: For when "Sorry" 
And surprisingly. elections do have a isn't good enough.- Kurt Schrnautz (lL) 
strong Influence upon politics. The over-
whelmJng rejection of Democratic presi-
dential candidates. and the strong s upport 
for the "Reagan Revolution" and President 
Bush. has set the tone for national politics 
and American foreign polJcy. Our vote does 
Second Place: Lawyers - we may be 
slimy. but we're good at it. [Judge Paul 
Adelman edited this to be "Lawyers -
Slimy. and good at it.")- Holly Bowen (3L) 
coun t. Thlrd Place: Go ahead - Make My 
As citizens of this nation, we hold the Lawyer's Day! - Kathleen Gardiner (3L) 
reins of political power. Although the United 
States is a republlc,it is our vote or nonvote 
which chooses the power holders. and which 
Other Entries 
determines the course of history. Slml· • Lawyers: GMng you their two cen ts 
larly. our participation or non-partictpa- worth every half second.- Jim Johnson 
tion in polltic.al movements. government (3U 
posltions, political parties, business, and • 10$$ ME. I'm a lawyer - Kathleen 
the law helps shape the direction of the Gardiner (3L) 
polity. After all. incumbents are reelected • Want to screw someone? Call a law-
so often only because we allow it. Mayor yer. - Adam Sloane (3L) 
Young is the emperor of DetrJ:>it only be;-. . . • When .fu~ going gets- tough ... the 
cause the citizens of ~troit ~t Mayor tough get lawyers! - Chuck King (1 L) 
• What do lawyers use for birth con-
trol? Their personalities. - Scott Michael 
Hare (3L) 
• Lawyers ... Right. we only defend 
guilty people. - Mitchell Berman (1 L) 
• Sue Me. I need the money1 - Jim 
Cherney (ILl 
• If you're a friend of mine, you must be 
In real trouble. - Jim Cherney (lL) 
• Lawyers make people get off - Mar· 
lon Stmon (1 L) 
• Ufe withodt lawyers: A tragic comedy , 
- Kurt Schmautz (lL) 
• Love 'em or sue 'em · Kurt Schmautz 
UU 
• Lawyer Is not a four letter word -
Kurt Schmautz (1 L) 
• Back against the wall? Seek a man of 
Jaw! (Sorry about the sexism in this one) -
Kurt Schmautz UU 
• Lawyers: Only as nasty as they want 
to be. - Dianne Carter (3L) 
• (S)he ain't heavy. (s)he's your lawyer. 
-Chris Nicastro (IL) 
• Resolutions "R" US- Rob Lewis (1 U 
• Lawyers gtve doctors somebody to 
bitch about -James Baird UU 
• There are two kinds of lawyers in this 
world. Your lawyer. and the one defending 
the guy who is wrong. 
- Jim Cb~rney (1 L) 
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· Alum Still has Time for Law 
By J ay Saltzman 
Andrea Sachs, a reporter for Tfme magazine, spoke 
Monday afternoon at the law school about her experiences 
as a legal reporter. A 1978 Michigan Law School graduate, 
Sachs worked for the National Labor Relations Board In 
Washington, D.C. before deciding to change careers. She 
worked at Glamour and Good Housekeeping briefly before 
getting a job at Time six years ago. She currently writes 
for the "Law; "Ethics," and "Critic's Voices" sections of 
Time, after previously working on the "Nation· and "Busi-
ness" sections. 
Sachs admitted that sometimes the "New York Times 
lis) our chief correspondent" In finding material for legal 
storles. She added that "We have the luxury of picking 
storles from the dailies,· and that Time can add more In-
depth analysis. "Much of my time Is spent on the phone, 
tracking down stortes from around the country,· she 
explained. 
In regard to actual writing, Sachs expressed occa-
sional frustration that some of her material had to be 
altered slgnlftcantly to appeal to the layman. "We would 
totally lose people If we used technJcalllegal! bnguage." 
Her editors told her the substance of an article on a 
Supreme Court decision was to ·start with a snappy lead, 
give the court's holding, then say that "Yale Kamlsar says 
'Blah, Blah, Blah.·· 
Sachs discussed the need for objective reporting of as objective, Sachs responded that It was the latter. 
issues. She bad marched in a pro-choice demonstration Sachs told her audience that Time has a team of 
a year and a half ago, but after a reporter from the New lawyers who function as proofreaders. "Every word Is read 
York Times was criticized for doing the same thing, Sachs . by lawyers as a safeguard against libel.· Noting that these 
"reluctantly decided ... that I have to relinquish the right lawyers do not change what she writes. Sachs said, "They 
to participate lin abortion marches) and debate, since I'm just advise us of the consequences,· which she feels has 
writing when we cover abortion Issues." been an effective strategy In controlling Time's reporters. 
When asked by Dean Bollinger whether her decision "No reporter wants to be put on the witness stand,· she 
was based on a need to remain objective or to be perceived said. 
Campbell 
Continued from Page One 
noted, the Court asserted that even If the distribution was 
speech, the State's enforcement oflts regulation governing 
non-profit agencies did not relate to protected content or 
viewpoints. 
Wu said he believes more than 60 ll'.amS will meet the 
October 22 deadline for s ubmitting written briefs on the 
Issues. After two preliminary rounds of competition, the 
top two teams, representing appellant and appellee, will 
argue next sprtng before the ·supreme Court" ofHutchlns, 
composed of 6 distinguished panelists. 
"From the late ·so·s to the early ·so·s. there was always 
a (current or former) Supreme Court justice s itting In,· Wu 
said. Although he hopes that the Board can resume that 
tradition, "We'reworklngwith allstofonly 12 people or so.· 
Wu said three of the "judges· will be law faculty members, 
joined by three other real·Ufe jurists. 
Wu noted that any ·counset with questions about the 
proceedings must pendaflex them to the Campbell Board, 
rather than Inquiring directly of the Board's members. 
The Week at a Glance 
Wednesday. October 10 
VSTA will hold a bake sale outside 
Hongiman Auditorium (Room 100 Hutch-
ins Hall) from 8-10 a.m. 
Sign-ups for fall softball t ournament, 
outside HonigmanAuditoriurn (Room 100 
Hutchins Hall) from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The 
top two teams will be sent to the Univer-
sity of Virginia in the spring to compete. 
The tournament will be held Sunday. 
October 21 and is sponsored by the LSSS 
Sports Committee. Sign-ups will con-
tinue on Thursday. 
The second episode of .. Eyes on the 
Prize" n will be shown at 6:30p.m. in the 
Lawyers Club Lounge. The remaining 
episodes of the PBS series will be shown 
on Wednesday nights this fall. 
The National Lawyers Guild will hold 
a meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Hutchins Hall. 
The Black Law Students Alliance will 
hold a meeting at 7:00p.m. in Room 116 
Hutchins Hall. 
Thursday, October 11 
Sign -ups for fall softball tournament, 
outside HonigmanAuditorium (Room 100 
Hutchins Hall) from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The 
top two teams will be sent to the Univer-
sity ofVirginia in the spring to compete. The 
tournament will be held Sunday, October 
21 and is sponsored by the LSSS Sports 
Committee. 
Lesbian Gay Law Students (LGLS) will 
hold ameetingat5 p.m. in their office on the 
third floor of the "White House." The White 
House is south of Hutchins Hall next to the 
staff parking lot. and faces State Street. 
The Christian Law Student s will meet 
in the Cook Room. N Section of the Lawyers 
Club, for an hour of fellowship at 5 p.m. 
The Health Law Society will present 
the first of a two-part videotaped panel 
discusion in room 236 Hutchins Hall at 
5:15 p.m. The second part will be shown 
October 24. 
Professor catharine MacKinnon will 
speak in Honigman Auditorium (Room 100 
Hutchins Hall) at 7:30p.m. Her talk is the 
first in a series entitled .. Critical Perspec-
tives on the Law," sponsored by the Na-
tional Lawyers Guild and the Law School. 
Friday, October 12 
Carol Kanerek of Kanerek & Shaw, 
New York City, will talk to second and 
third -year students about career concerns 
for the 90's in HongimanAuditorium (Room 
100 Hutchins Hall) at 12:30 p.m. 
Sunday, October 14 
Milk and Cookies Study Break, spon-
sored by LSSS at 8:30p.m. in the Lawyers 
Club Lounge. 
Monday, October 15 
Applications for Ford Foundation Fel-
lowships for the study of public interna-
tionallaw are due. Applications should be 
submitted to Assistant Dean Virginia 
Gordan. 
The Native American Law Students 
Association (NALSA) will hold a bake sale 
outside HonigmanAuditorium (Room 100 
Hutchins Hall) from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. The 
sale will raise money to send NALSA mem-
bers to the Federal Bar Association's 16th 
Annual Indian Law Conference. 
The Law School Student Senate 
meets at 6:30p.m. in the Library Seminar 
Room. 
Announcements or personal notes may be turned in to The Rea Gestae's pendafle.z: (300 Hutchins Hall) by 
noon Monday for publication the following Wednesday. Recognized student organizations in good standing 
with the RG may place announcements of upcoming even ts or meetings free of charge. Individuals may place 
personal notes for 50¢ for the first 25 words, and 25¢ for each additlonallO words. Remittance must be 
submitted with your ad. 
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Wu's Guide to Study-time Fun 
By Frank H. Wu through the same anxiety. Beyond the s lmple bonding If you buy one volume, you'll own enough. 
Cricketshavegrown silent,frostisabouttoanive,and effect, they also provide a forum in which to clarify class (3) Commercial outlines, the Cliffs Notes of law 
while second- and third-year students dress for inter- discussion, compare outlines and review. With study school, and even slightly better. Two popular lines are 
views, first-years start to think about outlines and other groups that are serious, the key element Is organization. Gilbert's and Emmanuel's. As the name suggests. these 
Jaw school rituals. At every meeting, have a subject and schedule. purport todoyouroutliningforyou. They cannot do that. 
Outlining is exactlywhatit sounds like. You take your To have lively discussions and provide more than but they can lay out the basics. 
class notes. casebook and a cup of coffee to a room. into another version of your own views, gather a group with Some commercial outlines are written by professors 
which you lock yourself for a long weekend, and then you different political and legal viewpoints. If your meetings themselves. Their quality and relevance to your class 
emerge clutching a thick stack of papers wh ich you then are boring, they won't be useful. and you don't have the material will vary widely. so ask around about the best one 
prizeasifltwereyour souloratleast the ticket to an A. The right mix. A study group need not spend all of Its time for your class and make sure you have the current edition. 
papers should summarize all the black letter law as well as yelling, but It does need arguments and a back-and-forth You probably will not be able to avoid commercial outlines 
the policy arguments, listing the cases and criticisms of exchange. and will graduate with quite a collection. 
them. Other than personal outlines and study groups, an (4) Hornbooks are the law school equivalent of an 
Writing an outline is very much a matter of personal entire Indus try exploits the anxiety oflaw students. I have annotation and exegesis of James Joyce's Ulysses. The 
style: indeed. whether or not to outline depends entirely on found that a personal outline or a s tudy group Is able to venerable ones include. for example. Prosser on Torts. A 
individual approaches to studying. I have friends who provide much more help than any commercial study aid, more recently established authority Is Tribe on Constitu-
have outlined happily into their third year. with enviable except for the most simple aspects offlndmg and memo· tional Law. Our own ProfessorJ.J. White has co-written 
academic records. On the other hand, I also know people rtzlng the black letter law, for what that's worth - not the best treatment of the Uniform Commercial Code. All 
who have not outlined at all, with equally enviable tran- much. In other words. the commercial s tudy aids are only hornbooks are by eminent scholars. Indeed. writing a 
scripts. But most first-year students try an outline. If it starting points. They vary enormously in both form and hornbook contributed in no small part to their eminence. 
feels reassuring or seems useful, then It probably Is worth quality. But a possible typology would be: (1) miscellany; But as study aids, hornbooks cannot be recom-
doing. If It creates anxiety or seems pointless. then It (2) canned case briefs; (3) outlines; (4) hornbooks. mended withou t qualifications. Some contain political 
probably Is not worth d~1ng. (1) Miscellany such as audio tapes. videotapes. flash biasPS or seek to advance a legal agenda. which is fine by 
The common wisdom about outlining Is very Zen-like. cards and sessions with consultants. Because the first me as long as readers are aware of such tendencies. More 
I tis outlining rather than the outline Itself. process rather year of law school is stressful and difficult. anything that importantly. hornbooks are not designed for the first-year 
than product. which is Important. You learn the rules and makes It less so, with minimal side-effects, should be law student and are more useful as reference books and 
are exposed to the arguments by figuring them out and pursued. Accordingly. whatever it Is. If you actually use It research tools . Some hornbooks come In more com pre· 
writing them down. What gets extruded makes Interesting and find It helpful, I have nothing unkind to say about it. henslve and more expensive versions for practitioners. 
reading and serves as a study aid, but It cannot really be But before you buy anything. ask yourself If you really which indicates their focus. If you have a speclfic question 
used during the actual exam. It would be like reading a believe it's worth the outrageous price. If you avoid all this about a discrete area of the law, glance at a hornbook. 
driver's education book while behind the wheel of a car. stuff, you will not have missed anything. Otherwise. they are too expensive and esoteric to be of 
Most outlines fall between twenty-five and seventy- (2) Canned case briefs. the Classic Comics of law general use. _ 
five pages in length. A short "checklist" of Important school, minus the socially redeeming value. All they do is Finally, please do not feel compelled to run out and 
considerations or rules, from one to five pages long. also summarize the cases. You might find them appealing at buy an outline or join a study group because everyone else 
can be valuable: unlike a full ouUtne, It can be referred to first. because they are keyed to particular casebooks. To is canying around Gilbert's or holding six-hour review 
with good effect during the actual exam. the extent that they are accurate. they still will not sessions. Even the staunchest Individualists become part 
Study groups are useful, even if they only meet once describe a case quite the same way your professor has of the herd tn law school. Don't let It happen to you. 
for drinks. They let you know that everyone else is gotng explained it. nor the same way the class has discussed it. 
Greenberger, Krauss & Jacobs, 
Chartered 
of Chicago, Illinois 
will be interviewing interested second and third-year students on 
Monday, October 22 
for Summer, 1991 and permanent positions for Fall, 1991. 
With 35 lawyers, Greenberger, Krauss & Jacobs offers early, meaningful responsibility and a congenial, team-
oriented environment in a practice representing major regional, national and international business clients. 
This is an unusual opportunity to practice with an established firm and to actively influence its future 
direction. 
If you would like to learn more about us, we encourage you to sign up for an interview with Josh Leavitt on 
October 22, 1990. 
Students interested should contact the placement offu:e TODAY. 
.. 
.. 
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I 3L JOB SURVEY 
To assess -In a non-raldom. LnSdentttlc way - the avolci:>llty of petTl"lalef)t 
employment among private law t'rms. The Res Gestae seeks Information from ell'· 
rent 3Ls about job offers received as a restit of Sllnmer work. 
AI responses wll remain conftdenttal. Please do not put YOlX names on the 
questlonalre. We ask that orty third-years 11  out the quesflonares. ood that each 
third-year 111 out orly one so that the results wll have some valcfty. 
We think that the questions may help to Identify some trends f'l the nmg prac-
tices of p!1vate 11rm employers. who represent the la'gestsoll'ce of employment for 
new U.M law graduates. 
If you have not wor1<ed tcx a private tlrm. we would like to have that Informa-
tion as well. however. so please Slbmlt the form anyway. 
Completed surveys should be placed In The Res Gestae box across from the 
pendoflexes by Friday, October 12th at 5 p.m. Thank you for your time and 0$1$-
tonce. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r--------------------------~ I 
1 Did you work for a law firm the summer after your first year? YES NO 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
What city (cities) did you work In? _________ _ 
Did you work for a law firm the summer otter your second year? YES NO 
What city (cities) did you work In? _________ _ 
Have you received any offers of permanent employment from any of the 
above? (Circle one) YES NO STILL WAITING 
Did you accept the offer? (Circle one) YES NO HAVE NOT DECIDED YET 
Do you hove a judicial clerkship lined up? (Circle one) YES NO 
L----------------~---------~ 
Bingham, Dana & 
Gould 
of Boston and Waltham, 
Massachusetts, 
Washington, D.C., and 
London, England 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third-year students on 
Monday, October 29, 
for summer and permanent employment, 1991. 
Student interview request sheets are due in the 
placement office TODAY. 
I' 
...... 
Firm Boycott Organized 
By Anthony Balon 
The AFlrCIO bas asked Michigan law 
students to decline Interviews or job offers 
wfth several law firms scheduled to recruit 
this year. The Union Identifies these firms 
as "union busters· because they formulate 
and direct their clients' campaigns against 
workers who wfsh to organize and bargain 
collectively. 
F1ve law firms scheduled to recruit at 
Michigan this year are considered "union-
busters· by theAFL-CIO. Bond, Scheoneck 
& King of Syracuse, New York cancelled Its 
scheduled October 3 Interviews. Venable, 
Baetjer, Howard & Clvilettl of Baltimore, 
and Vedder, Price, Kauffman & Kambolz of 
Chicago did lnteiVIew here, but student 
Interest was minimal. Seyfarth. Shaw, 
Fairweather & Geraldson of ChJcago is 
currently Interviewing. Littler. Mendelson, 
FasUfT & Tichy of San Francisco Is sched-
uled to Interview on October 12. 
Bob Seltzer (2L), coordinator of the 
boycott at Michigan. considers the effort a 
success In Increasing law students' under-
standing of the nature of union-busting 
and Its consequences. 
"'The victims of these union-busting 
firms are often the most vulnerable mem-
bers of our society- often minorities and 
women who make $3 to $5 an hour. These 
people don't have the options that most 
students here take for granted. [Workers] 
attempt to organize themselves Into unions 
to get a democratic voice In their workplace 
and to improve the Jives of their families," 
Seltzer said. 
Statistics gtve some Indication of the 
economic difference collective bargaining 
can make. In 1989, the average uniontzed 
female worker earned $4 17 per week. wblle 
her nonunion counterpart earned only 
$312. In 1989. unionized Black workers 
earned an average of$425 per week. wblle 
their nonunion counterparts earned only 
$290. 
Union actlvists believe that the prac-
tices of ·union-busting" law firms. wblle 
not frequen tly rising to the level of legal 
Impropriety or lllegallty, are nevertheless 
generally characterized by a win-at-any-
cost mentality. 
According to a pamphlet from theAFL-
CIO, one attorney recommended that his 
clients hire a special security organization, 
Special Response Corporation (SRC). In 
the words of Its own adveritslng, SRC Is ·a 
private army when you need It most ... . 
Don't second-guess when It comes to dis-
aster - you may not get a second chance. 
The consequences of a labor strtke can be 
devastating. Special Response Corpora-
tion can help you prepare for these prob-
lems even before negotiations break down.· 
Attorneys a t law fmns singled out are 
proud of their work. "I suppose you have to 
do a very good job or the AFL-CIO wouldn't 
put you on the Jist." said a managing 
partner of a finn not Interviewing at Michi-
gan. Robert G. Hulteng, hlrtng partner a t 
Littler. Mendelson reportedly said, "We're 
In good company. There are many excel-
lent firms on that list.· 
Chip's Picks 
1 Michigan 
2 Virginia 
3 Oklahoma • 
4 Miami 
5 Tennessee 
6 Auburn 
7 Florida State 
8 Washington 
9 Florida • 
10 BYU 
11 Nebraska 
12 Notre Dame 
13 usc 
14 Houston • 
15 Wyoming 
• Teams are on probation . Coukl 
they play each other in December , not In 
a :bowl" game, just In a game? 
·Guelcher 
Continued from Page Eight 
errors, but It does not exist In college 
football. Those who argue against It say 
that mis taken calls are part of the game. 
Unfortunately, they are right. Bad calls 
have become a far too Important part of the 
game. But instead of consoling those who 
get screwed by bad calls wfth empty phrases 
like, "It's just part of the game,· those In 
power should do their best to rid the game 
of as many of these bad •parts• as possible. 
Disease is just •part• of life, but you don't 
see doctors going around saying. "Gee, 
that's tough, but It's just part of life.· 
The world of major college and profes-
sional sports needs Instant replay systems 
administered In an efficient manner. But 
more importantly It needs an officiating 
~tructure that produces more talented and 
consistent officials. Unfortunately. this 
will never happen until the refs who repeat-
edly make mistakes are fired, j ust like any 
other average Joe who cannot do his job 
properly. 
Well. now that I got that off of my chest, 
here ls this y.reek's top ten list from the 
home office In Erie, Pennsylvania: 
10. Florida 
9 . Tennesaee 
8 . Aubum 
7 . Nebrub. 
6 . Notre Dame 
5 . Florida State 
4 . Miaml 
3 . Oklahoma 
2. Virginia 
1. Michigan 
Also Receiving votes: BYU, Colorado, 
GEORGETOWN, Illinois. Navy, TexasA&M. 
USC, Washington, Wisconsin? 
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Two Weeks Early: Michigan Is #1 
By Chip Cox 
#1 in the country! And the Wolverines 
an still "just win the Big 10, that's all we 
want to focus on.· Granted, it happened a 
few weeks early. but you can't be complain-
ing. 
State Is facing a must win game this 
weekend against M. At 1-2-1 on the year, 
another loss and it will be just a little bit 
difficult keeping a positive attitude. That, 
coupled with playing# 1 and the chance to 
beat M in Ann Arbor - what a game .. 
• • • 
You've gotta feel for freshman Derek 
Brown (who just missed a fmgertip touch-
down catch on the last play of the game 
against Stanford), but wasn't It poetic jus-
tice the way the football gods allowed Notre 
Dame to come right to the blink of another 
incredibly lucky win only to see it slip 
away? 
Lou Holtz is a great coach. but where 
did he come up with "Stanford played a 
great game, but we helped a little bit with 
our mistakes.· No kidding Lou, anytime 
any team loses they helped a bit with their 
mistakes. The question for every team is 
can they limit their mistakes and overcome 
the ones they make. The question for Notre 
Dame is can they beat a good football team 
without getting Incredibly lucky. 
• • • 
I've read a number of articles and 
listened to a number of broadcasts in the 
last few weeks which have criticized the 
level of attention of the fans at college 
football games. The actual criticism varies: 
oo much attention to yelling "We're #1," 
too little noise at the right Urnes, not enough 
knowledge about the game to fully appreci-
a te It, etc, but the gist of these articles/ 
broadcasts seems to be that the fans at 
«:ollege football games are havtng too much 
fun of the wrong sort at the game. 
Ligh ten up guys. You're taking things 
way too seriously. College football games 
are supposed to be fun. Many people 
consider football more signillcant than life 
and death, but that shouldn't be a pre-
requisite for enjoying a Saturday afternoon 
a t a football game. 
Its ok for fans of a 2-4 football team to 
chant ·we're # 1" after bea ling an arch rival 
- Its a bit silly, but who cares. 
Its ok for people to attend an event they 
lmow nothing about - for example, I enjoy 
going to the symphony or even the opera on 
occasion (rare occasions). You just watch 
the people around you to know when to 
clap. People should be able to do the same 
thing at football games. 
I like the Idea I read the other day In 
TheDaUyabouthandingoutpom-pons. Its 
tough to be too serious about anything 
while you're holding a pom-pon. 
I even liked those marshmallow throw-
Ing events last year - just bring a coat you 
can wash and hunker down. I'm not really 
certain that someone wearing expensive 
clothing to an outdoor event. where inebri-
a ted lndlvtduals carry food and drink down 
steep s tatrcases and along tightly packed 
rows of spectators, has any room to evalu-
ate the intelligence of other people. 
As future attorneys. we have the op-
portunity. some may say even the duty. to 
be anal retentive about many things. Col-
lege football should not be one of those 
things. 
• • • 
Ques tion of the Week: 
Ins tead of just yelling from the side-
lines, why didn't Missouri call time-out 
and have a little discussion with the offi-
cials when Colorado had the ball. 5th and 
goal on the Missouri 1 yard line? 
• • • 
Stanford was 1-3, with a loss to San 
Jose State when they beat Notre Dame at 
South Bend. Everyone else In the Top 10 
with a loss lost away from home. Notre 
Dame Is lucky they're even left on the 
board. Nebraska finally ventured from 
home last week. Of course they played 
Kansas St. The Huskers should be put on 
probation just for their pre-conference 
schedule. 
Auburn, Florida, Georgia Tech , Indi-
ana. Houston, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Ten-
nessee, Virginia, Wyoming and Toledo 
remain unbeaten . Fresno State left the 
ranks last week. they. uh, lost 73-18 to 
Northern Illinois. Only 6 of these teams will 
remain unbeaten by this time next week. 
If you thought I had proble!l1s last 
week (6-4, 4-6 against the spread) just wait 
until this week Is over. 
Big Ten Games 
State at M 
Game of the week for folks who just 
want to see some hitting. M Is the better 
team, and they'll win. but the rivalry Is too 
Willkie Farr & Gallagher 
of New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
second and third-year students on 
Monday, October 29 
for summer and permanent employment, 1991. 
Student interview request sheets are due in the placement office 
TODAY. 
c- J I J I 
big for 11 1/2 points. 
M24 State17 
Ohio State at Indiana 
Beano Cook picked the Buckeyes as 
national champions. . He'd have had a 
better chance with Indiana. But I don't 
think Ohio State wtll fall below .500 
Ohio State 30 Indiana 24 
Purdue at Dlinoi.s 
I was wrong when Purdue played 
Minnesota, you think I'd pick them to beat 
Illinois? 
Illinois 35 Purdue 10 
Wisconsin a t Iowa . 
The Big 10 offers a great conference 
schedule - great match-ups one week and 
then a breather the next. 
Iowa 38 Wisconsin 11 
Northwestern a t Minnesota 
Northwestern's only chance is to block 
seven kicks and run them all back for 
touchdowns 
Minnesota 28 Northwestern 1 7 
Other good games to watch: 
Clemson a t ~orgia Tech 
Tech has a great pass defense, the 
problem is that Clemson runs the ball. 
Clemson 18 Tech 16 
Southern Cal at Stanford 
The game of the year Is over and now 
it's back to reality. Someone Is out of the 
race for the Rose Bowl - It's Stanford. 
USC 35 Stanford 17 
Oregon at Washington 
The quack attack has been beating up 
a storm. Welcome to the Huskies' defense. 
Lake Washington Is a nice place for a duck 
to retire. 
Washington 41 Oregon 20 
Texas v. Oklahoma (Dallas) 
This game used to be great. And It's 
still an example of why Oklahoma Is legiti-
mate and Nebraska Is playing rotisserie 
football - a real non-conference schedule. 
Oklahoma 48 Texas 20 
Texas A&M at Houston 
Was Rice a fluke? Only a few more 
hurdles for Houston to go undefeated and 
this is one of them. Upset of the week. 
Texas A&M 35 Houston 28 (Unless 
Darrin Lewis gets ejected again). 
Florida at Tennessee 
Another game of the week. Tennessee 
is 6th In the country against the pass, 
Florida's passing offense Is 8th. Florida's 
rushing defense Is 6th In the country. and 
Tennessee has Tony Thompson. Since 
Tennessee Is playing the smart money says 
It will end In a tie. 
Florida 27 Tennessee 21 
Dechert Price & Rhoads 
of Philadelphia 
is pleased to announce that it will be interoiewing interested 
second and third-year students on 
Tuesday, October 30. 
Student interview request sheets are due in the placement 
office TODAY. 
•• _, ~. -. '!_ 
Harter, Secrest & Emery 
of Rochester, Albany and Syracuse, 
New York and Naples, Florida 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 
second and third-year students on 
Monday, October 29 
for summer and permanent employment, 1991. 
Student interview request sheets are due in the placement office 
TODAY. 
- . -- ---
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Zebras Show Their Amateur Stripes 
By Jeff Guelcher 
Q: In what profession can an lndMdual continue to 
prosper and advance year after year, des pite gross Incom-
petence? 
If your answer to this question was "federal bureau-
crat• you are, sadly, probably correct. Unfortunately, 
there is another correct answer to thJs question: sports 
officiating. 
Officiating In major college and professional sports is 
adequate when at Its best, and abhorrent when at its 
worst. Yet. despite thJs sad state of affairs, and constant 
calls for Improvement. almost no significant changes have 
been forthcoming from those In positions of authority. 
Officiating on a major college and professional level is 
largely a sen1ority-based system. Thus, once an official 
has reached this level almost nothing can remove him 
from his post. No matter how many calls are blown; no 
matter how many games are wrongly decided by an 
official's mistake, still there are almost no officials dis-
missed for their Incompetence. In almost every other 
occupation in thts world supe.rior performance is re-
warded and poor performance Is not. In the fantasy world 
of officiating though, people are not made to pay for their 
mistakes. As a result the same people continue to make 
errors at the expense of players, coaches, and fans. 
Those who dispute my position will argue that the 
Law in the Raw 
Freudian SUp 
Richard D. Palmer of Greenville. Michigan, recounts 
the time that he represented the plain tifT In a cMl case 
and was repeatedly Interrupted by defense counsel's evi-
dentiary objections, which were sustained. His final ar-
gumenlto the Court began with "As the Court can see by 
all the evidence that has been prevented today . .. : 
- Michigan Bar Journal 
Good Ropln', Jlm! 
James Murphy. 40. was arrested for criminal mis· 
chief In Ronan, Montana. In March. He had come upon 
a motorcycle parked outside the home of a former girl-
friend and assumed It belonged to her new male friend. 
So Murphy, on horseback and wearing a full ammuni-
tion belt. roped the bike. dragged It onto the lawn. shot 
It several times with a rifle. and galloped away .. . . Into 
the sunset. no doubt! 
· CLty Paper 
Too Late for the SLANDER Contest 
Judge John C. Whitehead, a district judge In Colum-
bus, Nebraska. was chatting with a friend about the 
merits of various occupations. 
Whitehead said. "The problem with being a judge ls 
that you deal with the dregs of society: 
The friend retorted, "And their clients. too: 
-ABAJouma.l 
Scales of Justice? 
Beatrice B. Thomas knows all too well about the fish 
that got away. Minus the fins, she Is it, although It took 
her three tries to wriggle off the hook. Thomas was 
Issued a citation for catching and keeping a 9 1/ 2 Inch 
largemouth bass at Eagle Creek Reservoir In Indiana. 
Fourteen Inches is the minimum, and Thomas, 64, was 
quite willing to plead guilty to a misdemeanor charge. 
She went to court twice . but the case was continued. On 
her thJrdappearance, Marion County prosecutor S tephen 
Goldsmith declined to prosecute Thomas, saying tha t 
the s tate of Ind iana has bigger fish to fry (or to "try?*). 
- Chicago Tribune 
happened next was Inexcusable though. The ball clear~ 
traveled a full three yards forward In the air before tJ::. 
second Illinois player caught It In full view of two officia.; 
standing on either side of the play. Yet neither one of the~ 
even made a move for their flags a nd an Illinois touchdov.-
was the result. 
2. Colorado v. Mlasourl 
Individuals who referee the games we see on 1V have 
survived a long weeding-out process In the high school. 
small college. and minor league systems. This may be 
true, but it does not change the fact that far too many 
Important calls are blown In all of the major sports. It Is 
also argued that officiating is a tough job and mistakes are 
Inevitable. I do not dispute this fact. However, the number 
of errors is unacceptable and the nature of many of them 
is Inexcusable. Those of you who spend too much of your 
time watching sports, as I do, have surely seen more than 
one important game decided by poor officiating. 
Those of you who did not see or hear about this w. 
probably not believe lt. With Colorado trailing In t-'1 
. closing seconds they ach ieved a first and goal inside t1 
Missouri five yard line. They then proceeded to run c: 
Incomplete pass, two running plays up the middle. c: I need only tum to this weekend's college football 
games to find fodder for my cannon: 
1. Ohio State v. Dllnois 
I don't like the Buckeyes anymore than you do, but 
their fate was sealed by a two missed calls on one play in 
the fourth quarter. The Illlni blocked an OSU punt at 
approximately mid-field. The ball was picked up by an 
Illinois lineman who stumbled after about five yards. As 
he was going down he lateralled the ball forward to a 
teammate who plucked It out of the air and ran 42 yards 
for a touchdown which put Ohio State down by more than 
one score. The replay clearly showed that the lineman's 
knee was down before he released the ball. However.lt was 
close, and, given the difficulty of the call, I'll give the 
officials the benefit of the doubt on that one. What 
L'lcomplete pass and a final run for a touchdown to win t:t 
game. Yes. you did read correctly. that wasjlvedown 
This grievous e rror was apparently the result of a m cmr 
running the s ideline down marker and a group of o~ 
who were paying no atten tion a t all to what they ~ 
supposed to be doing. I could go fi nd four year olds ln "'1h 
who have never seen a football game to count Pla?-
accurately. This Is gross Incompetence at Its besL !• 
next week these same Idiots who brought you "Four or f?. 
what's the difference?* will be out there next Sat i..U'rll 
ruining some other team's day. 
Instant replay could h ave corrected both of t..ba 
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Amen, Start Your Engines 
Sheriffs Deputy Bud Fisher was keeping the peace In 
Hillsborough County. Florida. the other n ight when he 
overheard the driVers of two cars s topped In front of him 
at a red light setting down the course rules for a race. 
When the traffic s ignal turned green. tires screeched and 
the draggers were off on a 2 -mile race that a ttained s peeds 
of70 m.p.h. Fisher caught up to the pair, who turned out 
to be brother and sister. The deputy told the St. Petersburg 
Times that he began to lecture the two on the dangers of 
their ways-"Wait till your paren ts hear about this "- but 
was politely cut ofT by the young woman. who pointed to 
her front-seat passenger and said. "This Is my mother: 
Fisher described the pair to the Times as very apologetic 
and nice kids. the kind who would be on the way home 
from Bible study. Yep. you guessed It- they were. 
· Chkago Tribune 
Louse of a Spouse Award 
From the Oklahoma Department of Human Services. 
we present the "Worst Excuses of the Month" for late child-
support payments: 
• *I've got to pay my cable 1V bill.· 
• "We only had sex one time. I couldn't be the father: 
• *I always get them Christmas and birthday presen ts. 
What's the problem?* 
• "She's receiving welfare. so she doesn't need child 
support.· 
We've all heard those announcements at the beg'.n-
nlng of a fllgh l tha t s moking in the lavatory is forbldda
and that fooling around with the s moke detector is ~
federal crime. Well. what h appens whe n some Idiot 
caugh t lighting up? The answer seems to be nothing a.
all. On June 25 . on an American Airlines mgnt IJ"o::l
Dallas to Seattle. a passenger told Patty Yo ung, a fl.ig.~
attendant. tha t a ma n had been smoking In the lavator:-
Young confronted the ma n , who admitted his gw...
There appears to have been at least a possibility that be
dlsanned the smoke detector because It had not gone o..
When Young asked the captain to h ave airline sv-cur .... 
meet the plane to Investigate, he refused. When You:::;
asked the agent at the gate to call security. the cap~
Intervened , and an a pology was made to the ~
who was asked to Oy American again. According to o 
St. Petersburg Times (there's that paper again!). You::;
was s us pended. and returned to duty o nly on the ~
diUon "that she would never again take lndepende=.
action against a revenue customer found smoking 
gaily during a lligbL • 
Intentional Infilction of ? 
One of our secret UIR sources heard on the o 
that a woman Is s uing an airport after a sonic boom fro:
a jet taking off on a runway near h er caused hers · 
lmplants to explode. Hmmm. wha t do you suppose t!l
cause of action is? 
· Chicago Tribune The Declining Legal Market ? 
And You Thought People Who Read The Born-
book. Were Dangerous . .. 
The latest In the get-ahead, rat-race-for-children 
appeared this summer: Summer Law Camp. Yep, no 
longer the sound of ball agains t ba t, songs around the 
campfire, and frolic In the pool. Now It's b riefcases and 
torts. yellow pads and field trips to court houses. and the 
promise of an "Invaluable chance to gain a competitive 
edge In the law school admissions processes ... . · To make 
ma tters worse, some of the kids are ju s t 13 yea rs old. 
- The Washington Monthly 
A Warning is Just a Warning, but a Good Cigar ... 
Some of you might have noticed the fo~
excerpt from a firm recruiting flier. The names 
been cha nged to p rotect the criminally s tupid. 
*In our second cen tury of practice. S kin em. 
& Skippe Is a law finn well respected in the Chicago I
community. The longevity of our law fmn brings vm ..
a well-establis hed clientele. The relative youthf~
our partners hip, however. coupled with the great de:-
of experie nce of the firm's older members. brings~~-...:
the aggressiveness necessary to p rogress In t 
market. taking ful l advantage of ou r past success 
while foregoing new avenues for future g rowth" (em;"
sis added). 
· Thanks ro ·
